“The finest qualities of our nature, like the bloom on
fruits, can be preserved only by the most delicate
handling.” Henry David Thoreau
I recently had the pleasure of showing two German
teachers around Tarremah. They both remarked on the
social harmony of the classes and how at ease they
seemed. Upon reflection they noted that the classrooms
in Germany are always in close proximity and students
are always pushing past each other in closed corridors
and that they can often overhear neighbouring classes
throughout the day, all of which contribute to strained
relations between students and classes. I’m sure our
facilities and spaces contribute something to this but it is
easy to overlook the rich content of our curriculum,
whose stories in the early years and whose historical
precedents and scientific insights in the older years
provide a rich fund for self-understanding and for the
understanding of others. I suspect this, combined with
the commitment of staff to resolving problems that arise
between students through mutual understanding and
restorative practices contributes far more.

Norway’s criminal rehabilitation services where they
emphasise the need to restore the human dignity of
inmates, to reconcile them to their humanity, the loss of
which was the essential precondition of their offending.
One of the guards explains, “It’s all about teaching them
to be good neighbours.” An inmate incarcerated for
murder went as far as to put it this way, “We have to
show more love and affection for each other. To take care
of each other in another way.” In consequence of this
approach, Norway has one of the lowest re-offending
rates in the world.
While challenging behaviour occurs everywhere, all our
striving at Tarremah is to assist our students to learn from
such experiences and through them to find a renewed
feeling for their own humanity and respect for that in
others.
Rod Tomlinson

Very often, a family whose child has been on the
receiving end of less than ideal behaviour by a fellow
student, have expressed concern that not enough is being
done with the perpetrator. This often doesn’t take into
account that they would rarely see or hear what the
response to the other student is – the school works hard
to protect the privacy of the student and family concerned
and the confidentiality of our procedures. Secondly, our
approach is certainly restorative rather than punitive, an
approach which is generally less visible to others. When
Steiner was invited to lecture to a group of Dutch teachers
at The Hague in 1922 he characterised the goal of our
approach to moral education in the following terms;
“Only if we learn to educate human beings so that they
truly and honestly feel robbed of their humanity when
they do not act ethically, will they have received the right
moral education.” In Michael Moore’s 2015 documentary,
Where To Invade Next, there is a wonderful sequence on
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Class 9 are currently into their 4th and final week of the

This term, Class 5 have been

Physiology Main Lesson - The Bodily Basis for

exploring the mythology of Ancient
Greece.

Intentionality.

The children have loved

following the struggles and trials of

This course aims to introduce a method of understanding

Greek heroes such as Jason and the

the human form both in it's homology with the animal

Argonauts, Perseus, Odysseus and

kingdom and its uniqueness as a basis for the human life

Theseus.

of intention. Comparisons are made with homologous

They have been painting

and drawing Greek temples and have

organs in the animal kingdom in an attempt to discover

constructed a temple lantern with Ionic columns.

On

that which is unique in the form and function of the

Wednesday, we will be visiting the Classics Museum at

human body. It has been a diverse and very interesting

UTAS to examine pottery and artefacts from ancient

ML where students have looked at a number of different

civilisations such as Greece, Egypt and Babylon.

The

animal forms and anatomical structures and compared

children have especially enjoyed creating complicated

these with the human body. We have investigated

mazes to rival the Labyrinth of Minos - home of the

architecture from the Gothic period and gained an

terrifying minotaur.

understanding of how different structures have been
inspired by the human form such as the Flying Buttress

Elise

and the Roman Keystone. I have been really impressed at
the application and interest shown by the entire class
Last

week

Class

presented

8

their

throughout the duration of the ML and we have certainly
enjoyed this amazing journey of learning together.

Independent Projects!

The photo below was taken on Monday 14 August when

Baking

cake

the class was very fortunate to have a visit from University

vegetarian

of Tasmania Associate Professor Dr Alastair Richardson

cooking, horse training

who spoke with the class about his life as a Zoologist and

and riding, making a self

about his work in the area of invertebrates, and more

watering orchard table, podcasting, creating EDM music,

specifically the Tasmanian Fresh water crayfish. A few

making instruments from trash, photography, flora and

samples and items for students to observe were also

fauna conservation, film making, aviation, gardening and

brought in to add to the student learning experience.

creating a green house, writing a novel, aikido, and even

Most enlightening!

nursing animals in need!

With just a few days left, the class will complete a brain

It was a great day and night. Well done Class 8!

dissection and some poetry to close out the ML.

decorating,

and

Last

week

class

three

had

a

wonderful

experience learning about the Jewish celebration of the
Passover. Big thanks
to our special guests!

current challenges while we set about collecting
An Update from the School Council & Executive
The current situation
Tarremah Steiner School is working to resolve its current
financial challenges. We are grateful for the support of
the whole staff and parents. Most immediate actions have
included austerity measures being put in place for the
rest of 2017. Council remains very confident the school
will successfully work through this situation and end up

outstanding fees.
 The three donations of $5000 each to the Gardening
programme, Music Department and School Library
from a past parent who graciously wants to help.
 Two very substantial contributions of $10 000 each
from past parents to assist the school to repay the
Rudolf Steiner Education Fund.

in a strong position in a few years.
Improving our Income
We are now directing some of our resources to

Over

the

past

two

weeks,

addressing the challenges we face to our income. The

Tarremah

has

been

lucky

collection of school fees was, and continues to be, one of

enough to host twelve Japanese

the key issues affecting our current financial challenges.

students and one teacher from

$205,262 is currently outstanding in fees from 48 families.
It is the responsibility for all parents/guardians to honour
their contractual obligations, and the school to ensure

Kochi Nishi High School.
During this time we were able to guide them around
Bonorong Wildlife Park, feed ducks at the Richmond
Bridge, and visit the Botanical

that these are paid (as with any business). Many families

Gardens to see the Japanese garden.

honour their financial commitments to the school and pay
their fees on the dates due. However those that are not

During

class,

honouring this commitment are affecting us all.

traditional

we

did

Australian

some

cooking

(cheesymite scrolls, anyone?) some

Those families that are not paying fees on time are

of which was donated to the Asylum

sufficient in number to continue to impose serious

Seeker families.

financial hardship and risk to the school. If for whatever
reason your school fee payments have fallen in arrears

They were also able to accompany Class 7 on their

we implore you to remedy this situation as soon as

Mountain day, and although we didn't get to see any

possible. If you are in this situation a call to the Business

snow, we were treated to fabulous views from Sphinx

Manager, Penny Lane, is the first step.

rock, and thick fog at the pinnacle!

Budget 2018

The students were glad to experience Tasmanian culture,

We are close to finalising budgets for 2018. The amount

and with the help of our generous host families, they

of fees outstanding significantly affects the extent of the

were welcomed into typical Australian households. I

austerity measures having to be imposed next year. Our

would personally like to thank these amazing families,

decisions around staffing are directly influenced by these

who by all accounts

debts to the school.

made the students

We will be reviewing our fee policy which will be made
available before the end of the school year and will
ensure equity for all our families.
Our heartfelt thanks to:
 15 families who have generously paid the remainder
of their 2017 school fees in advance to help the

feel welcome and
well-looked

after

during

two-

the

week stay.
Hayley Platts

Parents and Friends
Anja Boot: Chair, Amanda Thompson: Secretary, Mel
Pettman: Treasurer, Janine Maney: Ass. Treasurer, Kim
Creef: Public Officer, and Members: Catherine Silcock,
Nat Coombe, Marcus Tatton, Georgina Ferguson, Claire
Bauer, Steph Phillips, Milena Badger,

Homemade soup $3.00
Hot cheese rolls / or
plain roll (no butter),
$2.00 / $1.00
Choc chip Anzac $1.00.
The choice of soups will be: pumpkin, potato & leek and

Pipit: Georgie Ferguson, Fantail: Sarah Hingston &

minestrone, with a choice of a dollop of sour cream. The

Melissa Pettman, Class 1: Rachael Downie & Rosindra

wholemeal rolls will have the option of being plain (no

Black, Class 2: Charlotte Rees, Class 3: Douglas and Yuki

butter) or with melted cheese. There are gluten free,

Lumb, Class 4: Kate Rattray and Gaylee Kuchel, Class 5:

dairy free and vegan options for everything!

Karen Sloane, Class 6: Rosie Barry, Class 7: Maria Duggan
Class 8: Charlotte Bell, Class 9: Jackie McDonald, and
Class 10: Karin Adams

We love having parent help for Thursday Tuck shop, any
time you can give is so much appreciated, please see
below a link to the sign up roster.
https://signup.zone/xDWmhgHwnSq4mnMDT

We always welcome new members to the P&F. If you

Friday 18 August,
2:30pm-3:30pm, Honeysuckle Room
Verandah

would like to be part of this rewarding and fun team, how
about thinking of joining up for the remainder of the
year. Our meetings are on Monday nights at 6:30pm once

Come along and indulge in some

a month. The next meeting is 28 August. We meet in the

biscuits and cakes whilst perusing books for sale, all

Honeysuckle Room, and always have nibblies, lots of

proceedings go towards buying new books for the library!

laughs and a variety of hot drinks!
Please email us if you would like to come along:

Saturday 9 September, 6:30pm - 10:00pm in the Hall

tarremahpandf@gmail.com

$25 per person (includes dinner, dessert and concert)
This will be a night to remember!

Delicious Curries,

Tasmanian Wine and Beers, a fantastic mix of music put
on by the talented teachers/parents, and a coming
together of just adults for some nurturing fun times!
Please let Friends and family know the date, book the
baby sitter, and lets raise some money for a piano to be a
permanent fixture on the Hall stage!
Payments can be placed in the blue P&F box near the
school reception desk or by direct bank deposit:
Tarremah School P&F: BSB: 807 009, Acc: 51158966
Please label all payments clearly with your name and
reference to the FEAST OF SOUND.
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